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WE CONNECT YOU WITH WORLD CLASS 

EDUCATION
ALSALAMA adorns a prominent place in the advanced field 

of education. With its innovative vision and interrelating 

streams Alsalma fulfils the needs and demands of highly 

enthusiastic students for a world class education. Alsalama 

group of  institutions have a vibrant past in moulding 

generations and in contributing talents for a promising 

world. Alsalama college of Optometry, architecture, business 

etc have excellent track records in terms of facilities and 

achievements.

Alsalama institute of management is another step towards 

a more diversified system of education. The courses are 

designed to address tomorrow’s world with acquired 

advanced skills. As a part of that vision we are pleased to 

announce two exciting new programs that will enhance every 

student’s ability to equip oneself with world class education.



Sri Venkateswara group of institutions is the major pillar in 

the field of education. it has undeniable presence and proven 

records in leading generations towards glorious achievements. 

Venkateswara Group of institutions has been serving the 

society for the last one decade with  untiring commitment and 

eternal enthusiasm. Venkateswara is versatile  in the streams 

of education presented to the students and a model for 

imparting world class education to the generations.

Each layer of academics and faculty branchs have been linked 

with State-of-the-art facilities. The institute has a serene 

campus and learning-friendly ambience where students 

naturally would fall in the required action mode. Venkateswara 

Group has a glorious tradition in value based education which 

inspires students fraternity to serve the society in a more 

constructive manner.

CONNECTING WITH 

LEADERS



The international syllabus for the new 

course is provided by the B school, 

Kottakkal. The syllabus which recognised 

world wide gives students more insight 

into the subject and its practical 

application. B School international is the 

gateway for students whose aspirations 

are beyond boarders. The institute 

unlocks doors of international academics 

arena to students to provide them 

much needed exposure in competitive 

syllabus and internships. B school 

has international courses which allow 

students the final years of their courses in 

foreign universities.

Lead college of management is one 

of the renowned and prestigious 

institutions where young minds get 

inspired and trained to travel beyond 

the limits. Lead ignites minds to 

pursue their dreams by providing them 

versatile and career oriented training. 

Under its able supervision, the students 

get enough exposure to extra curricular 

activities which has winning track 

records in this field.

CONNECTING WITH THE

BEST



EDUCATION CONNECTED WITH

DREAMS 
Our office of career guidance and placement 

assists students in materialising their high 

flying career dreams.  The office taps all the 

promising possibilities which will be beneficial 

for the students to pursue jobs they wish. The 

institution has an effective system and routine 

arrangements for the post graduates to explore 

new career avenues. The institution focuses on 

the professional skill of the students and trains 

them to achieve it. The placement office also 

helps students in career planning through career 

counselling and working with them to objectively 

assess their aptitudes, interests, and abilities to 

help them in their career search.

EDUCATION CONNECTED WITH

FUTURE 
The arena of campus recruitment fairs is very 

bright as fairs are organized between October 

and  March every academic year. The selection 

process usually starts with pre-placement talk in 

which the organization insight into the company 

profile, CTC etc. The pre- placement talk or 

presentation is usually followed by the actual 

selection process. The institute has stat-of-the 

art facilities that make campus recruitment 

fruitful.



CONNECT  YOUR ASPIRATION WITH TWO NEW

MBA + UK PGDBM
The MBA + PGDBM program is a professionally oriented dual degree 

program specially designed to empower the next generation of talents in 

international business, marketing, finance and management. Combining 

the academic rigors of a traditional MBA with the creative approach 

promoted by the top British Business Schools, this course puts students 

right on the tracks, cultivating creative problem solving approaches 

through confronting issues faced by real – world business. Successful 

candidates are awarded both an MBA from Anna University ( India)  

and a PG Diploma from Pearson EdExcel (UK), giving students two 

prestigious degrees which enable them to obtain employment anywhere 

in the world and even earn credit towards further studies in UK.

PROGRAMS

Eligibility Criteria
Bachelor’s degree of at least three  year duration from 

a recognised university with minimum 50% of marks. 

For reserved category minimum mark is 45%.

 A. 10+2+3/4 years pattern  (or)

 B. 10+3 years Diploma + 3 year pattern (or)

 C. B.E./ B Tech/ B Arch/ B Pharm (or)

 D. AMIE with two years regular full time   

  teaching  experience/ industrial experience in  

  the relevant field after passing all the subjects.



CONNECT YOU WITH

CHALLENGES
The PGDBM approach favoured by institutions 

like IIM puts students in the management 

hot seat, bringing them face-to-face with the 

problems faced by managers at today’s biggest 

firms. Students learn how to optimize resources 

through dealing with actual supply chain issues 

faced by Amazon.com for example, or how to 

enter into a new market by looking at how Volvo 

positions itself against competitors in Asia.

This approach teaches students the fundamental 

skills and competencies needed to excel in 

today’s business climate through practical 

exercises and teaching students how to take 

business decisions with the effectiveness 

required at the top levels. The PG DBM approach 

is favoured by top firms as it provides a platform 

for students to sharpen their analytical and 

creative problem-solving skills and become the 

leaders and strategist that drive the industries of 

the future.

Preparing our students to meet the challenges 

of working in top international positions is the 

practical face of Alsalama education. Cambridge 

empower by Cambridge University Press is 

the premiere digital language learning course 

that gives students the ability to personally 

engage with English language and speak with 

confidence.  Alongside instruction by American 

faculty, this program empowers our students 

to seize the best opportunities anywhere in the 

world.

CONNECT WITH THE 

CURRICULUM
MBA program is aligned with 1 year UK-based 

PGDBM training,with studets earning Level-7 

Credits towards UK MBA.

25% theory + 75% Training & Practical 

Exposure.

Classroom instruction

Club Specialization

Mentoring

Current affairs application

IT Training and Field work

Soft Skill Training

Case-study

International internship

MODULES INCLUDE
Principles of Management | statistics for Management | Economic Analysis for 

Business | Accounting for Management | Operations Management | Financial  

Management | Marketing Management | HRM Business Research Methods | Applied 

Operations Research | Enterprise Resource Planning | Strategic Management 

| International Business Management | Business Ethics | CSR and Governance, 

Creativity and Innovation | Project Work.

The course management system is favoured by top universities all over the world 

including Johns Hopkins University (USA), University of Manchester (UK), and Teikyo 

University (Japan)- giving students  full access to course materials and texts, file 

sharing, and lectures anywhere they are, at anytime.

From skill development to industry connections we make the best tools available to 

our students, giving them everything they need to tap their optimum potential.



GET CLOSELY CONNECTED WITH

SUCCESS
Your dreams will lead you 
to the shore of success. We 
give wings to your dreams.



PERINTHALMANNA | CALICUT | KANNUR | COIMBATORE

+91 9072 555 222 | info@alsalamaschools.in

In Association With

Blackboard


